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C R O Q U E T

U P D A T E

John Boatwright
Artist’s rendering of the new
Thanks to the wide and stellar support of many
of you, added to an extremely generous
Croquet Lawn and Pavilion.
anonymous gift, we have met and exceeded our
fundraising goal of $250,000. This additional
money allows us to build a better pavilion for
the comfort of players and observers, to install
INSIDE THIS
additional landscaping to really make the
ISSUE:
complex an outstanding feature on our campus, and to fund the startup of the ongoing croquet
program. So, we will soon see a new feature and program which will significantly enhance our
2
Ida Tarbell
social and active lives here at Bishop Gadsden.
2
Back In Time
There have been some misconceptions that need to be clarified. One is about the cost of
mallets. We will be purchasing 12 loaner mallets for the use of our players, but many will want
3
Message from the to purchase a customized mallet of their own after playing awhile. The cost is entirely
Vice President/
dependent on individual desires. Oakley Woods, the largest supplier of mallets here on the East
COO
Coast, shows mallets on their web site ranging from $42 for its “Sports” mallet to $375 for the
“Predator”. You can add features which increase
3
Win
that base cost if desired, including handle type,
4
Doc Talk
mallet head length, personalization, etc. Don and
Dianne Oakley will be visiting us again next year to
4
Quote of the
work with you.
Month
However, our advice is to play a while before
5
South America &
deciding what type and features you want in a
Antarctica Cruise:
mallet. Handle length should be relative to your
Final Segment
height and desired striking posture. Our loaners will
have an assortment of handle lengths. You can
6
My Kentucky
choose a wooden handle with various handle wraps,
Future site of Lawn and Pavilion,
Derby Experience
or a graphite handle, and fixed or removable for
located behind Quay Building 400.
6
Summertime &
travel. Mallet head lengths are offered from
BG Sports Fans
9” (which our loaners will have) to 12”, many choosing a 10” or 11” head. The head design can
be round as in your old backyard croquet, or with a square or rectangular face. They can be
7
BG Eats Out
personalized with laser engraving. Woods will vary as will weights. The bottom line is to think
8-9 Happenings/
through what best works for your play and budget after trying our loaners and friends’ personal
Calendar
mallet choices.
Another issue is the croquet convention of wearing whites on the lawn. Our preferences will
10 Birthdays/Movie
be
published in early fall, but will most likely be a mixture based on different croquet activities.
Reviews
At any rate, whites are easy to acquire. Men can find white pants at Zappos, Amazon, and Orvis
11
Chaplain Update among others. White tennis or walking shoes are also readily available for both sexes. Hats can
be straw colored or white. Most of us can already find sufficient whites in our wardrobes. If not,
11
Residents
shopping can be fun and blamed on croquet requirements!
Migration
Stay tuned for further articles in the GA B to get you prepared for the opening. Direct any
questions to John Boatwright at jgpboatwright@me.com or Field Boatwright at (904) 591-9238.
12 Immunizations
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I D A

T A R B E L L

Ray Houlihan

The year is 1872. The Civil War is
over and America is whole again,
poised to achieve her destiny.
Oil was discovered in western
Pennsylvania and small refineries
were popping up everywhere. Frank
Tarbell was one of those operators,
but he was soon to have a visit from
a young oil baron named John D. Rockefeller.
Rockefeller made offer of stock in his Standard Oil
Company in exchange for the sale of Frank’s company.
Tarbell turned down the offer and would suffer the
consequences for the rest of his life.
In the meantime, Ida Tarbell, Frank’s 15-year-old
daughter, was to be profoundly affected by her father’s
fateful decision. She would go on to be the only woman
graduate in her class at Allegheny College. Although her
degree was in Biology, she chose to pursue a career in
writing.
Ida discovered she did not have a knack for writing
novels. Instead, she would make her mark writing
biographies. Her two most well-known were about
Lincoln and Napoleon. She spent many years living in
Paris where she met J.J. McClure who was poised to
launch his famous McClure’s Magazine. The magazine
would introduce his readers to a popular form of
reporting called “muckraking.”
Several years later Ida’s date with destiny would arrive
when McClure asked her to write a series of articles on
the history of The Standard Oil Company. Ida joyfully
accepted the challenge and with the help of her friend
Mark Twain, she was introduced to Henry Rogers.

B A C K

I N

T I M E :

Rogers had been a close associate of the Rockefellers
and The Standard Oil Company. Consequently he was
the perfect choice to provide Ida with plenty of insider
information not available to the public. He was flattered
to be working with Ida as he expected the series to be
highly complementary. When the series of 19 articles
appeared monthly over two years, he discovered to his
horror that the exposé of Standard Oil practices were not
what he had hoped.
The heart of her essays was centered on the dishonest
practice of “kickbacks.” Rockefeller had three major oil
hauling railroads in his pocket which permitted them to
establish very high rates for transporting refined oil
while giving Standard Oil a “kickback” thus reducing
net costs. His competitors, on the other hand, struggled
to make ends meet.
Ida’s famous series was later turned into a book and its
impact on the general public was electrifying. Her book
helped set the stage for the US Supreme Court to rule
that The Standard Oil violated the Sherman Antitrust
Act. The Company was ordered to be broken up into 32
separate entities. Her history of The Standard Oil
Company stands out as one of the most important works
of investigative journalism in the 20th century. Years
later, New York University named her book as number 5
on the list of 100 best journalistic accounts produced in
the 20th century.
Who would have thought that a 15-year-old child
overhearing John D. Rockefeller’s offer to her father
would set the stage for the breakup of the mighty
Standard Oil Company?!

T H E

L I M E Y S

Dr. Jack Hisley

D I E T

From 1622 to 1825 the official diet of the Royal Navy consisted of beer, salt pork,
salt beef, oatmeal, dried peas, butter, cheese, and biscuits. James Lind, who joined the
Royal Navy in 1738 as a surgeon’s mate and later graduated with his medical degree
from the University of Edinburgh, published his famous “A Treatise of the Scurvy” in
1753. Up until that time, little was understood about scurvy, (also known as “the plague
of the sea”), a life threatening condition caused by a vitamin C deficiency. Beginning in
1795, lime juice rations were compulsory on all Royal Navy ships at sea, earning British
sailors the nickname “limeys”.
Meanwhile, Captain James Cook, a British explorer, began his three-year sailing
adventure in 1768. During his expedition, Cook observed the transit of Venus from
Tahiti, sailed around the North and South Islands of New Zealand and then the east coast
of Australia, which he called New South Wales. Aware that the use of limes and lemons to prevent scurvy was not
feasible because of the highly perishable nature of the fruit, Cook sailed with barrels of rotting cabbage or
sauerkraut, a vitamin C-rich food made by allowing thinly sliced cabbage to ferment in its own natural juices. A
daily ration of sauerkraut effectively prevented scurvy among his sailors during their three years at sea.
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M E S S A G E F R O M T H E
V I C E P R E S I D E N T / C O O

Sarah Tipton

Last week, over 30 dedicated individuals gathered for Bishop Gadsden’s annual
Strategic Planning Day. With representatives from the resident body, trustees, and
management staff, this event brings together many months of work of the Strategic
Planning Committee to update and codify the future direction of our extraordinary
Community.
Our focus was on “Addressing our health care
facilities and services”, the first of five strategic Strategic Priorities:
priorities (see *right) established by the Committee.  Address aging Health Care and Assisted Living facilities
The group reviewed the updated conceptual plans  Leverage brand strength for new service lines (Post-Acute
Rehab/Medicare certification)
and financial modeling for a stately health care
campus that will include additional long term care  Improve current campus for next generation
and memory care residences, new short-term rehab  Purchase property or establish partnership for future
facilities to provide the latest advances in
development/second campus
rehabilitation services, as well as the repositioning  Consider moderate/affordable point of entry for our
of Myers Hall including the replacement of older
Charitable Mission
units with additional 1-and 2-BR apartments.
Resident representatives included Resident Council chair, the Resident Administration and Finance Committee
chair, as well as resident members of the Strategic Planning Committee. Our full Board of Trustees was present,
including newest member Melinda Lucka. And, the presence of our management staff team was invaluable. You
simply could not find a more committed and engaged group! Participants actively discussed every element from
design to financial outcomes, carefully considering multiple alternatives and stakeholder perspectives. A Strategic
Planning Town Hall is being scheduled so that the updated plans can be more broadly shared with residents. Please
be on the lookout for this date in your yellow sheets.
As always, thinking about strategy requires that we keep a long view, but in planning for the future we cannot
lose sight of the present. You’ve heard it said that “culture trumps strategy”, and I truly believe it. When it comes
to the continued success of our Community, our mission of care for one another, residents and staff alike, is what
gives Bishop Gadsden its true strategic advantage.

W I N - W I N - W I N - W I N

Sallie Gough

A four way winning situation?? Well, Eliza’s Attic has a great idea for you.
First of all, how many of you have lovely sterling silver in your homes that
your more “modern” relatives may not want because they have to polish the
silver? Second, how many of you would love to profit from your lovely
sterling silver that relatives don’t seem interested in?
Here is an idea that might work for you—donate your sterling silver to the
Attic. Jamie Gough, the Attic Treasurer, will take the silver to a local
merchant/jeweler who will buy the sterling silver. THEN, Jamie will give you
the receipt and pay you half of the proceeds from the sale. The Attic will keep
the other half (all proceeds going directly to Resident Assistance, with NO overhead). You get the tax deduction.
Where’s the four way win in this?
 Relatives are relieved that they don’t have to keep refusing to take your silver off your hands.
 The jeweler is happy because they have gotten very marketable silver (usually melted down).
 The Attic has made $$ for a great cause, with virtually no effort involved.
 YOU are delighted to be rid of more “things” and have a tax deduction as well.
**Unfortunately, silver-plated has no value, and we have had to donate silver-plated pieces to other charities.
Bring any unwanted sterling silver to us, or call the Attic and we will arrange a pick-up.
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D O C

T A L K :

L Y M E

D I S E A S E

Dr. Jack Hisley
First discovered in 1976 in Lyme,
Connecticut, Lyme Disease is a tickborne infection that is most common in
three major areas: northeastern United
States, northern mid-west US, and
northern California. It is the most
common tick-borne disease in this
country with over 20,000 cases
occurring annually. Lately, there is a
growing concern that Lyme Disease
presents an emerging threat to
Carolinians. The disease-carrying tick is
a small-blacklegged arthropod or “hard
tick” whose preferred hosts are the white
-footed mouse and other small animals.
Deer and other large mammals are also essential for
disease maintenance, as they are the preferred hosts for
the adult tick. Most human cases of Lyme Disease occur
during the months between April and early fall.
Infection with Lyme Disease is characterized by both
early and late manifestations. Once the host has been
bitten, the infected tick must remain embedded and
continue to feed for at least 24 hours before infection
actually occurs. Since Lyme Disease can be avoided if
infected ticks are promptly removed, routine skin
inspection is essential.
Within two to four weeks after the tick bite, the
infected individual usually develops a bull’s eye shaped
rash, which is the classic early sign of Lyme Disease.
Measuring approximately two inches across, the oval or
circular reddened area may gradually expand to include
a skin area as large as a football. Multiple locations may
be involved as well. The lesions often itch and may be
painful. However, approximately 20% of early
infections produce no rash, or the rash goes undetected
by the infected individual. Early signs and symptoms
usually resolve without intervention within one week.
Blood tests may be negative during the early stage of
infection, although up to 80% are positive during the
convalescent phase. Because of the poor sensitivity of
early laboratory testing, the diagnosis of Lyme Disease
is generally based on the clinical picture. When clinical

suspicion is strong, treatment with
doxycycline (200 mg single dose given
within 72 hours) should not be delayed.
When Lyme Disease is left untreated,
late signs and symptoms generally occur
many weeks following the acute phase.
The infected individual develops fever,
headache, weakness, fatigue, and flulike symptoms with regional lymph node
enlargement. Neurological disease such
as Bell’s palsy, meningitis, and
encephalitis occurs in 15% of untreated
patients. Cardiac involvement occurs in
5% of untreated patients and may result
in heart block requiring temporary
pacing. Cardiac manifestations are brief and last
approximately four to six weeks. Migratory arthritis and
conjunctivitis are common, and some patients
experience retinal detachments.
Several months following the initial bite, 60% of
untreated patients experience joint swelling and pain,
especially in the large joints. After several years, the
arthritis resolves (even in untreated patients), although
approximately 10% of individuals continue to
experience persistent arthritis that is resistant to
treatment. Many years later, 5% of untreated patients
experience chronic neurological disease that may include
various subtle cognitive disturbances.
Lyme Disease can be prevented by routine tick
inspection and tick removal within 24 hours after the
bite. Because the tick’s mouth is barbed, careless
removal leaves the tick head and mouth embedded in the
skin and allows for the injection of infected saliva. Most
people use tweezers for tick removal. However, an easier
method is to apply liquid soap to a cotton ball and cover
the tick for approximately 15 to 20 seconds. The tick
will retreat on its own and stick to the cotton. This is a
great method to use with children, pets, and squeamish
adults. Failure to remove the embedded tick head may
result in a significant localized infection and some
individuals may experience a generalized allergic
reaction.

“Today is the oldest you've ever been; yet the youngest you'll ever be,
so enjoy this day while it lasts.”
—Anonymous
If you would like to be featured as quote of the month, please contact
GAB Editor, Dr. Walt Ector. We’d love to share your words of wisdom!

View the GA B online at www.bishopgadsden.org
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G R A N D

S O U T H

A M E R I C A & A N T A R T I C A
F I N A L S E G M E N T

C R U I S E

Faith Dodge

This is the last segment of our
the Amazon Basin rises to 350,000 sq.
Grand Voyage and I hope you have
km and the width can vary from 25
enjoyed traveling along with me from
miles to over 200 miles of water. We
Ft. Lauderdale, through the Panama
visited several towns along the river
Canal, down the West Coast of South
before reaching Manaus. This is where
America and through Antarctica.
the "Meeting of the Waters" is seen.
Now we have left the pristine
This is a striking sight where the
beauty of Antarctica and begun to sail
muddy brown color of the Amazon
up the East Coast of South America.
meets the black water of the Rio Negro
The seas are rough near the Falkland Carnival dancer in Rio de Janeiro. and they run parallel to one another.
Islands as we anchor out of Port
Manaus is a gritty, bustling city which
Stanley where we are 51 degrees South of the Equator had its heyday in the late 1800s in the rubber boom and
and warming up to 46 degrees Fahrenheit. We have now is the capital of the vast state of the Amazons. A musttraveled 8,882 nautical miles. The most interesting thing see in this city is the beautiful "pink" opera house.
to see is the hundreds of penguins in this independent
We leave the Amazon and continue sailing up the
territory of the UK.
East Coast of S. America to Devils Island, French
Now in Argentina we find they are very proud of their Guiana and from there sail into Bridgetown, Barbados.
"superior" beef which they say they eat three times a day We enjoyed the beautiful beaches and botanical gardens
and drink wine to keep their blood pressure down. We and black-bellied sheep (which actually look like goats)
don't know if this is true but felt we had to partake of both and the interesting sights on Barbados.
while there. We leave Argentina to visit Uruguay for the
We reach Guadeloupe on our 64th day of the journey
day via the Rio La Plata Bay with a delicious meal with, and feel we have seen all the beauty possible by now.
of course, meat and wine, which the Uruguayans say is Not so —the aqua waters at Castle Point and the waves
much better than in Argentina. We return to Argentina for at least 20 feet high are spectacular to see. It is a place
two days and back to Uruguay to visit a lovely ranch and, where you could spend hours just watching the rugged,
once again, with the meat and the wine.
overwhelming strength of the waters.
Rio de Janeiro is an energetic city and everyone must
Onto our last stop —Philipsburg, St. Maarten, we
have a Caipirinha—the special Brazilian drink with Rum, took a catamaran from the Dutch side to the French side
white powdered sugar and lime. It goes well with the of the island where we had lunch and enjoyed the
CARNIVAL entertainment with extremely loud drums solitude.
and beautiful colorful costumes, and also as an
And then we arrived back in Ft. Lauderdale where
accompaniment on the beaches of Ipanema and Coco this all began. I do hope all of you who have asked for
Banana. Brazil is the largest country in South America. It details of our journey have enjoyed sailing along with
occupies approximately 50% of total mainland area and me. Doug and I are appreciative of all the beautiful and
more than 52% of the Brazilian population live in the Rio interesting places we visited. In total we have sailed
de Janeiro territory.
18,317 nautical miles in 67 days and while we enjoyed
After visiting several more cities in Brazil we reach every minute of our voyage, as Dorothy once said,
Belem, which is the beginning of the Amazon River.
"There's no place like home!"
We have spent 45 days south of the Equator and as we *Our apologies: The photo included with last month’s
enter the Amazon we are at .01 degrees north of the Grand South America and Antarctica Cruise article was
Equator. It is 81 degrees Fahrenheit and we pick up a incorrect. Below is the correct photo:
special guide to guide us through 900 miles of the great
Amazon. There are areas along the river when we only
have 15 feet of water under our keel.
The Amazon is the largest river by discharge of water
in the world. It is over 4,000 miles long and runs through
Peru, Brazil and Colombia. Twenty percent of all the
fresh water discharge into the oceans is from the Amazon.
In the average dry season 110,000 sq. km of land are
water-covered and in the wet season the flooded areas of

